HOMELAND SECURITY
DIGITAL LIBR ARY (HSDL)

Securing the homeland through
the power of information

ABOUT THE LIBRARY

The Homeland Security Digital Library is the nation’s premier
collection of documents relating to homeland security policy, strategy,
and organizational management.
The HSDL’s mission is to strengthen the national security of the
United States by supporting federal, state, local, and tribal analysis,
debate, and decision-making needs and to assist academics of all
disciplines in homeland defense and security related research.

HSDL INSIGHTS
Since Inception
January 2003
Subscribers to Critical Releases in
Homeland Security

32,780

Subscribers to the HSDL
Quarterly Newsletter

34,980

POLICY & STRATEGY DOCUMENTS

THE COLLECTION

The HSDL team of librarians and content analysts gathers and
evaluates resources for inclusion in the HSDL collection. These
resources cover a wide range of homeland security topics and issues.
Many of these resources are also organized into special collections
for quick access, for example:
• Policy, Strategy, and Legislation
• Government Reports and Research
• Featured Topics with key resources on homeland security issues.

Find selected policy, planning and strategy documents from the
three branches and from major federal agencies. Browse selected
public laws affecting homeland security from 1940 to the present.
Search across homeland security-related Executive Orders (EOs)
and Presidential Directives (e.g., PDs, PDDs, HSPDs)
Number of
Featured Resources
General U.S. Policy

33

The Public Collection, in keeping with Open Government initiatives,
includes publicly available resources from all U.S. federal departments
and agencies.

Key Legislation

110

National Strategy Documents

148

The Full Collection contains everything in the Public Collection,
plus resources from a wide variety of domestic and international
research and policy organizations.

Presidential Documents

868

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

HSDL offers rich special collections. Below is a description of the
categories and number of documents.

by number of documents
Full Collection,
72,900

Number of
Featured Resources

168,400

Public Collection,
95,500

CRS Reports & Issue Briefs

20,165

GAO Reports & Testimony

5,530

Lessons Learned
Information Sharing

18,730

NPS Theses & Research Reports

3,005
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FEATURED TOPICS

A curated collection of resources associated with 31 primary topics in homeland security or topics particularly relevant to current issues in
policy, strategy, and organizational management. Visit the website for a complete list of topics.

BORDER SECURITY | 27 featured resources

CYBER POLICY | 31 featured resources

UNMANNED SYSTEMS | 28 featured resources
BLOG: ON THE HOMEFRONT

• Brief Posts highlighting recent reports and current issues in
homeland security.
• Calendar of upcoming conferences, events and important dates
in homeland security history.

INDIVIDUAL ACCESS

Anyone may access the HSDL Public Collection. No registration
is required.
To be eligible for an account and access to the Full Collection, you
must be a U.S. citizen and one of the following:
• Federal, territorial, tribal, state, or local U.S. government official.
• Member of the U.S. military.
• Homeland security researcher or academic.
• Security staff protecting organizations vital to U.S. infrastructure.

ORGANIZATION-WIDE ACCESS

Available for U.S. military installations; federal, territorial, tribal,
state, or local U.S. government agencies; and public-sector research
institutions or university libraries.

ACCOUNT SERVICES

Individual HSDL account holders have access to the complete
collection, plus the following features:
• Email Alerts -weekly updates of new resources added to the
collection based on your own search criteria.
• Critical Releases - carefully curated list highlighting the five most
significant resources added to the HSDL in the past two weeks.
• Quarterly Newsletter - in depth articles on current and trending
topics and useful HSDL feature.

LEARN MORE ABOUT HSDL:

Request an account: www.hsdl.org/c/access
Questions? Please contact: hsdl@nps.edu
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